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prefix expression using

I. (a) Differentiate between a data structut'e and a storage structure.
(b) Explain how algorithms are analysecl.
.(c) List few applications of stacks
tal write the expressions to compute the address of an erement A (x, .y) inarray of size m x n if the array is storcd in :

(i) Row major order.
(ii) Column majbr order.

(e) Define the following terms with respect to graphs :_
(i) Adjacency matrix.
(ii) Path.
(iii) Graph.
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(l) what are the different types of tree traversar ? Exprain.
(g) Compare Iinear search with binary search.
(h) Formulate an algorithm io perform arr insertion sort and.ana!;.,se its time r:omplcxitl,

(8x5=40marks)II' (A) (i) what are the operations that can be performed with recorcls ? Explai. rvith cxarrlplcs.

(ii) What are the different types of files ? Explain.

Or
(B) what is recursion ? what are the steps involved in any recursive procedure ? Formulat.c arralgorithm to compute the factoriar of a numbe. N ,sing recursion.

III. (A) state and exprain the argorithm to convert an infix expression to astacks. Trace the algorithm for the following input ,_
t+b*c-d/e*h.

(15 marks)
Or

(B) Implement a queue using a doubry rinked rist. write argoriLhms to pcrform 
:(i) Insertion of an element irito thc queuc. \

(ii) Deletion of an element from the queuc. 
.t

(3x$=15ntarks)
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IV. (A) With a sample'graph, state and explain the algorithm to perform Breadth first traversal of
the graph.

Or

(B) State and expliin the algorithm to copy a binary tree, whose root node is pointed to by the
pointer variable T.

'':

V (A) State and explain the algorithm to perforrp
sequence.

Or
(B) DNpuss in brief about external sorting.

#"^Sr.r:?;j i /' (15 marks)

quick sort. Trace the algorithm with an input

(15 marks)

[4 x 15 = 60 marks]
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